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The Role of Nature Writing in Ecological Education 




This paper considers the relationship between the significance of nature writing, which in recent 
years has been a focus of attention for such fields as environmental education, and social 
scientific arguments concerning environmental problems. It does so through an examination of 
arguments concerning K. Eder’s ecological critique of practical reason (Eder 1988), with special 
attention to the concepts of “correspondence” and “representation/symbol” in nature writing 
(Noda 2003).  
The results indicate that nature writing makes it possible to understand the wholeness of the 
human and natural worlds, and that such writing can relativize the anthropic principle by 
constructing the natural world as a symbolic world. While the problem of ecology in social science 
has been debated in terms of how the reality of human beings as natural beings, and not solely as 
social beings, should be approached, it is likely that nature writing can offer social science a 
theoretical framework that is biased neither toward humanism nor toward naturalism. 
However, it appears that in applying environmental policy grounded on cultural diversity, there is a need for 
further research concerning how the world of “representation/symbol” in nature writing is linked to specific 
social contexts.  
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